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Background: Concept maps (CM) are graphical tools that are used to represent the organization or 
structure of knowledge (Novak 2007). CMs are usually constructed of several elements: concepts, 
concept links, proposition statements, cross-links and examples. Learners are asked to arrange the 
concepts in a hierarchy and link concepts with proposition statements that explain the relationships of 
the concepts to each other. The utility of CMs in education is their grounding in constructivist learning 
theory, which holds that meaningful learning occurs when learners build upon previous knowledge in an 
existing conceptual framework. (Ausubel) The Genes to Society curriculum uses a systems-approach 
to clinical reasoning which encourages crossdisciplinary thinking and is an ideal environment in which to 
assess the utility of the CM methodology as both a learning and assessment tool. There is little known, 
however, about the feasibility or validity of using CMs in medical education. 
 
Method: In June 2010, one of three multiple choice assessments for the Year 1 GTS-Nervous System 
and Special Senses section was substituted with a home assignment to be completed over a long 
weekend. Students were offered the choice of writing a 2-4 page Narrative or creating a Concept 
Map to explain a patient experiencing a neurologic disorder. A brief presentation describing concept 
maps and outlining an approach to creating concept maps was made available to students on 
Blackboard, and the link to free software (http://cmap.ihmc.us/) was given to students. Students were 
allowed to complete the assignment at home and use available resources. 
 
Analysis: Concept maps were scored for organizational structure by 2 OOC staff by counting: the 
number of levels in the map, the number of concepts, the number of proposition links, and number of 
crosslinks. In addition, the number of horizontal strands was noted. Two faculty section leaders 
separately scored the overall quality of the maps as “outstanding”, “adequate” or “inadequate.” 
 
Results: The majority of students chose the Concept Map method: 106 medical students and all 8 
graduate students submitted concept maps; 15 medical students submitted narratives; 1 medical 
student submitted both a concept map and a narrative. The concept maps depicted 37 distinct 
syndromes. The most frequently depicted diseases were Parkinson disease (11) and Alzheimer disease 
(9). The average number of concepts per map was 62, (range 28-128). The average number of 
proposition statements per map was 46, (range, 0-108). The range of levels used in the maps was 3-9. All 
but 2 of the horizontal strands were represented in the maps, with Genomics, Therapeutics and 
Epidemiology represented most frequently. 
 
Conclusions: Our students quickly adopted the concept map method and overwhelmingly preferred it 
to writing a narrative document, suggesting its feasibility in the curriculum. While the quality of the CMs 
was probably effort-dependent, the CMs were also able to differentiate levels of students and 
incorporate interdisciplinary concepts. 


